
 

This is a short film about anxiety from the perspective of three different characters, where each one suffers from different forms of performance anxiety. The characters have all been invited to an audition for a video game that will be played on the internet, and as they prepare for this, they reflect on their lives as gaming fans and as gamers themselves. Throughout this scrapbook-like narrative we
watch three other people going through the same process, both with different forms of anxieties. This short film has a very personal impact due to its sensitive topic and will likely be triggering to those who suffer from performance anxiety or any issue related to it. It is important the audience know that this film is intended to be therapeutic and cathartic, rather than fun or frivolous. The content of
this short film will be triggering to many, but hopefully will offer comfort to those suffering from performance anxiety. The story follows three characters who are preparing for a video game audition for a role in an upcoming game. Throughout the film we see their struggle with performance anxiety through both comedic and serious moments. The narrative also follows different characters who are
suffering from similar forms of performance anxiety during their own audition processes, adding context to the story as it progresses. This film is inspired by the life of its writer, who has always suffered with performance anxiety. The story follows three different characters who are each preparing for an audition of sorts, in which they all attempt to face their fears and cope with their anxieties. The
various forms of anxiety portrayed in this short film are based on one writer's personal experiences with performance anxiety and relate to his own struggles with it. "Performance Anxiety Gay Short Film" is a short film that features performances by three characters throughout its narrative. Each character is experiencing stressors during their own performances, which will likely be triggering for the
audience watching due to the sensitive nature of this film's topic. The film's content is intended to be therapeutic and cathartic but may also be triggering to some viewers. The film features performances from actors Keith Wilcox, John David, and Sanjay Sharma. This short film was written by the creator of the webcomic "Life Death Play," a comic that deals with many sensitive topics such as mental
illness and suicide among other things. This short film is a departure from the family friendly content found in "Life Death Play," but still deals with themes common to "Life Death Play" while being more serious in tone while still maintaining a sense of humor that his fans have come to appreciate. "Performance Anxiety Gay Short Film" is inspired by the life of its writer, who has always suffered
with performance anxiety. The voice for this short film was performed by Sanjay Sharma, one of the actors in this film. Sharma became interested in the project after he saw the comic "Life Death Play," which he enjoyed due to its subject matter. He felt that "Performances anxiety Gay Short Film" could be something special and took on voice work for it despite not being associated with the comic
itself. "Performance Anxiety Gay Short Film" was written and directed by Matt Sohinki, who also contributed to its score and edits. The short film was written based on advice from an acting coach known simply as Steve.
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